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Abstract. This paper presents J-MADeM, a new market-based multi-agent ap-
proach devoted to perform social simulations with BDI agents. J-MADeM is avail-
able as an open-source library integrated into Jason [2], the successful interpreter
for the AgentSpeak programming language [16]. The aim of this work is to improve
Jason by incorporating the main features of MADeM [10], a market-based mech-
anism for social decision making. Thus, J-MADeM agents can easily define the
utility functions expressing their preferences and find socially acceptable decisions
for specific decision problems. This paper fully explains the three main features
offered by J-MADeM to AgentSpeak programmers: (i) an agent architecture that
Jason agents can use to carry out their own MADeM decisions, (ii) an interface to
develop utility functions that can be used along with the MADeM model and (iii) a
set of internal actions to manage the parameters of these kinds of decisions.
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1. Introduction and Related Work

Social and organizational models are being studied under the scope of multi-agent sys-
tems (MAS) in order to regulate the autonomy of self-interested agents. Nowadays, the
performance of a MAS is determined not only by the degree of deliberativeness but also
by the degree of sociability. In this sense, sociability points to the ability to communi-
cate, cooperate, collaborate, form aliances, coalitions and teams. Being assigned to an
organization generally occurs in Human Societies [15], where the organization can be
considered as a set of behavioural constraints that agents adopt (e.g. by the role they
play) [6,13].

The definition of a proper MAS organization is not an easy task since it involves
dealing whith three dimensions: functioning, structure, and norms [14]. On the one hand,
systems mainly focused on functionality aim at achieving the best plans and cover as-
pects such as: the specification of global plans, the policies to allocate tasks to agents, the
coordination of plans, etc. [18,5]. On the other hand, systems mainly focused on defin-
ing the organizational structure (i.e. roles, relations among roles, groups of roles, etc.)
accomplish their global purpose whereas the agents follow the obligations/permissions
their roles entitle them [9,8]. A few systems deal with these first two dimensions (e.g.
J-MOISE+ [14]) to support agent decision making about its organization.
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Social reasoning has been extensively studied in multi-agent systems in order to in-
corporate social actions to cognitive agents [4]. As a result of these works, agent interac-
tion models have evolved to social networks that try to imitate the social structures found
in real life [12]. Social dependence networks allow agents to cooperate or to perform
social exchanges attending to their dependence relations (i.e. social dependence/power
[17]). Trust networks can define different delegation strategies by means of represen-
tating the attitude towards the others through the use of some kind of trust model (e.g.
reputation [7]). Lastly, agents in preference networks express their preferences normally
using utility functions so that personal attitudes can be represented by the differential
utilitarian importance they place on the others’ utilities. Following this preferential ap-
proach, the MADeM (Multi-modal Agent Decision Making) model [10] is a market-
based mechanism for social decision making, capable of simulating different kinds of
social welfares (e.g. elitist, utilitarian, etc.), as well as social attitudes of their members
(e.g. egoism, altruism, etc.).

This paper describes how the MADeM model can be used by an agent programming
language to make socially acceptable decisions available to agents eventually part of
an organization. Among several languages for agent programming, we have chosen the
AgentSpeak language [16] and its open source interpreter Jason [2] to program this kind
of social agents. This choice was made because the language is based on the well known
BDI architecture and the interpreter can be easily customised to include the MADeM
support. The coupling of MADeM with Jason is inspired in other extensions of Jason, in
particular J-MOISE+ [14] and hence the name J-MADeM, as it joins Jason and MADeM.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The next section reviews the main
functionalities as well as the parameters of the MADeM model. Section 3 fully explains
the J-MADeM library that provides Jason agents with the built-in feature of performing
MADeM decisions. Finally, in section 4 we state some conclusions and future work.

2. The MADeM model

This section summarizes the MADeM (Multi-modal Agent Decision Making) model,
fully explained in [10], in order to retrieve the main parameters that are necessary to use
it. The MADeM model provides agents with a general mechanism to make socially ac-
ceptable decisions. In this kind of decisions, the members of an organization are required
to express their preferences with regard to the different solutions for a specific decision
problem. The whole model is based on the MARA (Multi-Agent Resource Allocation)
theory [3], therefore, it represents each one of these solutions as a set of resource alloca-
tions. MADeM can consider both tasks and objects as plausible resources to be allocated,
which it generalizes under the term task-slots. MADeM uses first-sealed one-round auc-
tions as the allocation procedure and a multi-criteria winner determination problem to
merge the different preferences being collected according to the kind of agent or society
simulated. Thus, the formal definition of a MADeM decision can be represented by the
following tuple:

< a, Al,Ag, Pw,Uf, Uw, Cuf >



where:

• a ∈ A is the agent in charge of making a social decision, whereA is the set of all
agents in the society.

• Al is the set of resource or task-slots allocations representing all possible solu-
tions for a specific decision problem.

• Ag ⊆ A is the subset of agents being consulted or target agents, which can be
either infered from the organisational structure or maintained locally.

• Pw : Ag → <n are the personal weights (i.e. personal attitudes) that are used to
balance the preferences received from each agent in Ag.

• Uf is the set of utility functions of the form u : Al × Ag → < representing the
agents’ preferences with regard to the resource allocations considered.

• Uw : Uf → < are the utility weights that are used by the agent a to balance
the importance given to each utility function in Uf when resolving the winner
determination problem.

• Cuf ∈ {elitist, egalitarian, utilitarian, nash} is the collective utility func-
tion representing the social welfare of the simulated society, that is, the type of
society where agents are located.

3. J-MADeM architecture

This section describes how the MADeM model [10] has been integrated into Jason [2] as
an open source library named J-MADeM. The J-MADeM built upon the Jason Commu-
nication Infrastructure, thus extending the communication level options available in Ja-
son with a set of modules that provide the agents with the built-in feature of performing
MADeM decisions. Figure 1a illustrates how these components are integrated into Jason.
The J-MADeM basically offers to the AgentSpeak programmer: (i) an agent architecture
that Jason agents can use to carry out their own MADeM decisions (Section 3.1), (ii)
an interface to develop utility functions that can be used along with the MADeM model
(Section 3.2) and (iii) a set of internal actions to manage the parameters of these kinds of
decisions (Section 3.3).

3.1. J-MADeM Agent Architecture

The J-MADeM Agent Architecture extends the Jason Agent Architecture in order to in-
corporate all the necessary modules that allow MADeM decisions to be automatically
carried out. The main components of the J-MADeM Agent Architecture are shown in the
figure 1b, where we can identify the following elements:

• MADeM Parameters : This data storage contains the MADeM context cur-
rently defined for the agent. Essentially, it stores the personal weights, the utility
weights, the collective utility function and the bid timeout to be used in future
MADeM decisions.

• Decision Launcher : This module starts the MADeM process for a particular de-
cision. Firstly, it stores the MADeM context for this decision into the Decision
Data storage, thus allowing other decisions to be concurrently performed with
different MADeM parameters. Secondly, it auctions each of the allocations being
considered as solutions to the target agents.



Figure 1. (a) Overview of the J-MADeM architecture and (b) detailed view of the J-MADeM Agent Archi-
tecture.

• Decision Data : This data storage holds all the information related to the MA-
DeM decisions still in process. Therefore, it contains their MADeM context, their
considered allocations and the preferences received for each of them.

• MADeM Communication Module : This module extends the Jason agent commu-
nication module in order to deal with MADeM messages. When it receives a MA-
DeM auction, it invokes the Bidder Module to get the agent’s preferences over
the considered allocations. On the other hand, when it receives a MADeM bid, it
informs the Auctioneer Module about the received preferences.

• Bidder Module : This module manages the reception of a MADeM auction. It
extracts the considered allocations and bids for them according to the agent’s
preferences. To express these preferences it relies on the utility values provided
by the Utility Functions Manager.

• Utility Functions Manager : This component acts as an interface between the
built-in MADeM mechanism and the user defined Utility Functions. Thus, it is in
charge of locating and invoking them in order to calulate the agents’ utilities for
the set of considered allocations.

• Auctioneer Module : This module manages the reception of MADeM bids. It
extracts the sender’s preferences and stores them into the Decision Data. As soon
as the preferences from all the target agents have been received, it calls the Winner
Determination Module to solve the decision.

• Winner Determination Module : This module solves the MADeM winner deter-
mination problem using the information stored into the Decision Data for the de-
cision being resolved (i.e. considered allocations, agents’ preferences, personal
weights, utility weights, social welfare,...). Once resolved, it notifies the agent



about the winner solution by means of a belief base addition event of the type
+madem_result(Id, WinnerAllocation).

3.2. J-MADeM utility function interface

To be able to express their preferences, agents need to use utility functions. J-MADeM
ease the creation of utility functions for the AgentSpeak agents by providing a Java in-
terface, named UtilityFunctionInt, which just has to be implemented by the pro-
grammer. Essentially, two functions must be implemented when developing an utility
function:

• String getId(void) : This method returns the name of the utility function
so that the Utility Functions Manager of the J-MADeM Agent Architecture can
locate it when necessary.

• float computeUtility(a, Al, AgentArch) : This method com-
putes the utility value given by an agent to a set of allocations. In order to do this,
it receives: (i) the agent asking for preference and, thus, responsible for making
the decision (a); (ii) the allocation being evaluated (Al); and (iii) a reference to
the architecture of the agent which is computing the utility value (AgentArch).
Therefore, this method can access any aspect of the agent that expresses its pref-
erence (e.g. belief base, intentions, desires, etc.). Even though no restrictions are
imposed by J-MADeM regarding the range of values to be covered by utility
functions, for the sake of simplicity, frequently it is interesting to work with nor-
malized utility functions. When dealing with this kind of functions, the values re-
turned by this method must be within the interval [0, 1]; 0 meaning no preference
and 1 meaning the highest preference.

3.3. J-MADeM internal actions library

The set of available actions in Jason can be extended by means of internal actions. Thus,
we have created a library of internal actions termed jmademthat implements all the ac-
tions needed to handle MADeM decisions. The internal actions provided by J-MADeM
are the following:

• add_utility_function(Uf) : This action registers a new utility function
in the Utility Functions Manager. It receives one only parameter of the form
Uf = "pakage.utilityFunctionName" that refers to the java class im-
plementing the new utility function, which will be registered under the name pro-
vided by the getId() method of this java class. For more information about
how to implement utility functions in J-MADeM see section 3.2.

• remove_utility_function(Uf) : This action removes a previously reg-
istered utility function that the agent is not interested in any more. It needs the
name of the utility function as it was previously registered.

• get_utility_function_names(ListOfNames) : This action returns a
list with the names of all the utility functions already registered in the MADeM
agent.

• set_personal_weights(Pw) : This action sets the personal attitudes de-
fined for a set of agents. It gets a list of pairs containing the name of the agents



and the weights to apply to their preferences. That is, it receives a paremeter of
the form Pw = [ [AgentName, Weight] | ListOfPairs ].

• get_personal_weights(Pw) : This action gets the personal attitudes al-
ready defined for the agents in the society. Again, it returns a list of pairs such as
Pw = [ [AgentName, Weight] | ListOfPairs ].

• set_utility_weights(Uw) : This action sets the level of importance for a
set of utility functions. It gets a list of pairs containing the name of the already
registered utility functions and the weights to apply when resolving the MADeM
winner determination problem. Thus, the parameter being received must be of the
form Uw = [ [UtilityName, Weight] | ListOfPairs ].

• get_utility_weights(Uw) : This action returns the level of importance
for the already registered utility functions. Thus, it returns a list of pairs such as
Uw = [ [UtilityName, Weight] | ListOfPairs ].

• set_cuf(Cuf) : This action sets the welfare of the society being simulated.
Currently, J-MADeM allows selecting one of the following collective utility func-
tions: elitist, egalitarian, nash and utilitarian.

• get_cuf(Cuf) : This action returns the welfare of the society being simulated
(i.e. elitist, egalitarian, nash and utilitarian).

• set_timeout(Tout) : This action sets the bid timeout in milliseconds to be
applied when performing a MADeM decision. That is, the maximum amount of
time the agent in charge of deciding can wait to receive the others’ preferences.
If this time is reached, the agent will start the winner determination process with
the preference values obtained up to that point.

• get_timeout(Tout) : This action returns the bid timeout being used by the
agents when performing a MADeM decision.

• construct_allocations(Task, Slots, ElementValues, Al) :
This action builds the set of possible solutions (allocations) for a decision prob-
lem in the format the MADeM model can understand. That is, it gets the task
(Task) and the slots (Slots) to allocate as well as the list of element val-
ues (ElementValues) to be assigned to each slot and generates the list of
all possible assignments (Al) of the elements to each task-slot. For instance,
the following invocation will assign a waiter (either doug or norman) to the
agent executor slot of the task make_coffee:

jmadem.construct_allocations(make_coffee(ag_executor),
[ag_executor], [ [doug, norman] ], Al)

where Al will take the following value:

Al=[make_coffee(doug), make_coffee(norman)]

• launch_decision(Ag, Al, Uf, Id) : This action starts a MADeM de-
cision that uses the current internal agent MADeM settings (i.e. personal weights,
utility weights, social welfare and timeout), which can be established with the
internal actions explained above. Thus, it only gets: (i) a list with the names of
the agents involved in the decision (Ag); (ii) the allocations being considered
as possible solutions (Al) and the names of the utility functions being ques-
tioned to express agent preferences (Uf). Launching MADeM is not a block-
ing process. That is, this action only launches the MADeM process and re-



turns the decision identifier (Id) as its result. Afterwards, once MADeM has
been resolved, a belief will be added to the agent’s belief base of the type
+madem_result(Id, WinnerAllocation), so that the agent can cap-
ture the event and handle it.

4. Conclusions and Future work

This paper fully explains J-MADeM, a new open source library oriented to create dif-
ferent types of social simulation agents. The J-MADeM architecture and its integration
into Jason have been reviewed, including the definition of the J-MADeM agents and its
main parameters. Thus, J-MADeM provides agents with a general market-based social
decision-making mechanism, where several utilities (personal and collective), weigths
(personal and utility based) and other important functionalities allow the researcher to
easily design complex social simulations.

Currently, two application examples are included along with the latest J-MADeM
release, which can be downloaded from the Jason sourceforge website [1]. In the first
example, we revisit the Gold Miners problem [2], a classical simulation scenario where
agents must compete for the resources (gold) located at the environment. This example
allows us to evaluate the efficiency of the auction-based method proposed and to exper-
iment with dynamic organizations. Also, a new multi-agent organization is proposed to
better adapt to different gold distributions [11]. In the second example, we test the socia-
bility features provided by J-MADeM, and specifically, the ability to simulate different
kinds of societies (e.g. elitist, utilitarian, etc), as well as social attitudes of their mem-
bers such as, egoism, altruism, indifference or reciprocity. All these features have been
demonstrated in a virtual university bar simulation where waiter agents must serve the
orders placed by customer agents. According to the model parameters and the society be-
ing simulated, waiters are able to combine social behaviors (i.e. chatting) and efficiency
at work [10].

Future work will be oriented to incorporate new features to the J-MADeM library.
Precisely, we aim at putting the J-MOISE+ organizational model [14] together with J-
MADeM to upgrade this important aspect of the MAS (e.g. define the organizational
structure, etc.). Finally, we are also interested in introducing an independent normative
framework to reinforce the MAS structure.
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